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Abstract

Smook O.E.F. : Camera Position Calibration Using the Image of Known Object Edges.

M.Sc. Thesis, Measurement and Control Section ER, Department of Electrical Engineering,
Eindhoven University of Technology, June 1994.

In this report two calibration methods to calibrate the position and orientation (is extrin
sic) parameters of CCD video cameras are presented. A pinhole camera model with lens
distortion parameters is used. The lens distortion parameters are included in the intrinsic
parameter set, which is assumed to be known. Most calibration techniques use 3D to 2D
point correspondences to calibrate a camera's position and orientation parameters. This re
port describes the research done into an existing calibration method and a new calibration
method is presented. Instead of 3D to 2D point correspondences these two methods use 3D to
2D line correspondences. The existing method uses the projecting planes of lines to calibrate
the camera's extrinsic parameters. The new method uses a Bayesian approach (maximum a
posteriory estimate). The new method has two advantages over the existing method. First
the new method is more accurate, secondly the new method computes an estimate of the
covariance of the result.
Furthermore a method is described how to calibrate the extrinsic parameters of four cameras
mounted on a gantry robot.

Samenvatting
Smook O.E.F. : Camera Positie Calibratie door gebruik te maken van een beeld van bekende
object contouren.

Afstudeerverslag, Meet- en Regeltechniek, Faculteit Elektrotechniek, Technische Universiteit
Eindhoven, juni 1994.

In dit rapport worden twee calibratie methoden voor de calibratie van de positie en oriëntatie
(is extrinsieke) parameters van CCD video cameras voorgesteld. Er wordt gebruik gemaakt
van een zogenaamd pinhole-camera model met lensvervorming (is intrinsieke) parameters.
Verondersteld wordt dat de intrinsieke parameters van de cameras al gecalibreerd zijn. De
meeste calibratie technieken gebruiken 3D naar 2D punt-correspondenties om de camera posi
tie en -oriëntatie parameters te bepalen. Dit rapport beschrijft twee calibratie methoden die
gebruik maken van 3D naar 2D lijn-correspondenties om de extrinsieke parameters te bepalen.
De eerste (al bestaande) methode gebruikt de projectie vlakken van lijnen om de camera te
calibreren. De tweede, (nieuwe methode) gebruikt de methode van Bayes (maximum a pos
teriory estimate). De nieuwe methode heeft twee voordelen ten opzichte van de bestaande
methode. Ten eerste is deze methode nauwkeuriger, ten tweede levert deze methode een
schatting van de covariantie van het resultaat.
Verder wordt er een manier beschreven hoe vier camera's die gemonteerd zijn op een mobiele
robot kunnen worden gecalibreerd voor positie en oriëntatie.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

The Measurement and Control group of the Electrical Engineering Department of the Eind
hoven University of Technology participates in the ESPRIT-6ü42 "Hephaestos 2" project.
There are seven countries involved in this project. The objective of this project is to advance
the technology of robotic welding for unique, thick plate steel fabrications. A prototype of
an automatic welding system (AWS) will be installed at the Piraeus ship repair yard near
Athens, Greece. This AWS is used for welding replacement parts for damaged ship hulls.

The workpieces are assembIed by hand in advance of the automatic welding process. The
welding robots have to be preprogrammed for every workpiece, due to the fact that each
workpiece is unique. Manually programming the welding robots would take a lot of time in
relation to the one-off weId activity. Therefore, in this project the welding robots will be
programmed automatically. This programming is done in advance of the welding process by
downloading a robot program into the robot controller. A Vision Survey System (VSS) is
developed to collect the necessary 3D data of the workpiece. With the help of these data
a parameterized robot program can be updated in accordance to the actual situation. De
velopment of this VSS is the task of the Measurement and Control group of the Electrical
Engineering Department of the Eindhoven University of Technology. The VSS uses cameras
that acquire images of the workpiece from different viewpoints. From images taken by these
camera a geometrical description of the workpiece has to be created. The geometrical de
scription of the workpiece contains the dimensions, orientation and location of the objects in
the workpiece.

One part of this VSS is to calibrate the camera's pose parameters. In addition to the in
trinsic parameters representing the camera features as a measuring instrument these external
parameters represent the camera's position and orientation related to some predefined 3D
coordinate system. In an earlier version these parameters are calculated by using 3D to 2D
point correspondences. Because it is a cumbersome operation to find 3D to 2D point cor
respondences a new method of calibration has been developed. This new method uses 3D
to 2D line correspondences to calibrate the camera's pose parameters. This report describes
two calibration methods, the implementation of one of the methods in the VSS, and gives the
results of some comparison tests.

In Chapter 2 we describe the camera model and denote some definitions. In Chapter 3 the two
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2 INTRODUCTION

calibration methads are described. In Chapter 4 a comparison of the two methads is made.
In Chapter 5 a methad how to calibrate four cameras in active operation, i.e. mounted on a
gantry robot is described. Finally in Chapter 6 we mention same conclusions and recommen
dations.



Chapter 2

Definitions

2.1 Pinhole camera model

The camera model we used is described in [IJ, [2], [3J and [7J. In this model it is assumed that
a diaphragm with a very small hole, pinhole, is placed in front of the image plane. To reach
the image plane a light ray has to travel through the pinhole, see figure 2.1. This center is

f
optical axis ------'--------=~,._____'__i

optical center .

diaphragm -- -- image plane

Figure 2.1: Pinhole camera model.

called the optical center of the camera. Denote f the distance between the image plane and
the optica! center. As can be seen in figure 2.1 the image is up side down, a framegrabber
however grabs an image and rotates it in compensating way. If we assume the image plane
to be in front of the lens at focal distance the image of a point is projected correct. Now it
is possible to relate any point in the world (3D) to a point on the image plane (2D), just by
tracing a line from that 3D point to the optical center. The place where that line coincides
the image plane is the projection of that point onto the image plane. If we define a coordinate
system with the origin in the optica! center and the z-axis along the optica! axis of the camera
(see figure 2.2) a projection can be described by the following equations

Xe
Xim = f

Ze

Yim = f Ye

Ze

(2.1)

(2.2)

with Xe, Ye, Ze the coordinates in the camera coordinate system and Xim, Yim the coordinates
on the image plane.

3



4 DEFINITIONS

image plane~

optical axis

Xim

~umn#
optical center

Figure 2.2: 3D camera coordinate system.

2.2 Camera model including lens distortion

In section 2.1 errors due to lens distortion are not modelled. In [2], [3] and [7] the pinhole
model is extended to a model which also includes lens distortion. The camera model is divided
in two sets of parameters, the intrinsic parameters and the extrinsic parameters.

2.2.1 Intrinsic parameters

The intrinsic parameters model the camera geometry including lens distortion, the extrinsic
parameters model the camera position and orientation. Four forms of distortion are handled,

1. Geometrical Distortion, concerns the position of image points in the image plane.

2. Radial Distortion, causes an inward or outward displacement of a given image point
from its ideal location.

3. Decentering Distortion, the optical center of lens elements are not strictly collinear.

4. Thin Prism Distortion, arises from imperfections in lens design and manufacturing as
wel1 as camera assembly (for example, slight tilt of some lens elements or the image
sensing array).

A method to calibrate these intrinsic parameters is also presented in [2], [3] and [7].

In the fol1owing we assume that the intrinsic parameters are calibrated, so we assume that
we are dealing with images which are corrected for lens distortion.

2.2.2 Extrinsic parameters

The geometry of the world and the camera system is illustrated in figure 2.3. The subscript
c is used for the camera coordinate system, the subscript w for the world coordinate system.
The camera coordinate system is related to the world coordinate system by a rotation and a
translation. First an expression for the rotation is searched (see figure 2.4).
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Figure 2.3: Geometry of world and camera system.

We denote three angles:

1. Pan: rotation Cl! around the Ycaxis.

2. Tilt: rotation f3 around the Xe-axis.

3. Swing: rotation I around the Ze-axis.

When we are dealing with only a translation we denote Ye and Ze to be in opposite directions
of Yw and Zw, so f3 = 7r rad. This expresses that a camera is always above the world system
and the XwYw plane has a positive Ze coordinate. The three rotations can be represented by

-~+

I
tilt

+ /

~
swing

pan

Figure 2.4: Rotation angels of the camera.
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- sin,
cos,

o

(2.4)

(2.3)

(2.5)

si~ (3 )
cos (3

o
- cos (3
sin (3

(

COS a 0 sin a )

si~a ~ - c~s a

o
(

COS,

si~,

three 3 x 3 matrices

We use
(2.6)

to express the total rotation between the camera system and the world system. To rotate
the camera in a voluntary position a strict order must be followed, fiTst the angle pan must
be adjust, second tilt and third swing. Furthermore there is a translation t.. = (tx, ty , tz)t
between the origins of the camera system and world system. When points are expressed in
homogeneous coordinates we can use

(2.7)

to transform a homogeneous coordinate in the world system to a homogeneous coordinate in
the camera system.

So the camera position is represented by a parameter vector () = (a, (3", tx, ty, tz)t. A detailed
derivation of all equations used in this section can be found in appendix A.



Chapter 3

Determination of calibration
matrix from 2D to 3D line
correspondences

In literature a considerable amount of methads to calibrate a camera's pose parameters can
be found. Most methads use point correspondences, which is in our case a non acceptable
restriction. We already mentioned Roger Tsai [1] and Juyang Weng et.al. [2] and [3]. They
describe the methad we used for calibration of the intrinsic parameters. Yuh-Li Chang et. al.
[8] choose a rectangular corner to be the calibration reference, i.e. three mutually orthogonal
half-lines intersecting at a point. Pudget and Skorkas [5] used point correspondences to
calibrate the pose parameters. In this chapter two methads to calibrate the camera's position
parameters are described. These methads use line correspondences between 2D and 3D. Ta
extract the lines from a grey level image we used the methad described in [11] and [12]. In
section 3.1 the first calibration methad is presented. This methad uses line projecting planes
to calibrate a camera's extrinsic parameters and is based on the research in [4]. The next
section handles the second methad. This new methad, which is also described in [6], uses a
Bayesian approach. The main difference between the second methad and the first methad
is that the second methad also uses knowledge of the stochastics of the line extraction. In
chapter 4 the two methads are compared.

3.1 Theory of first calibration method: using line projecting
planes

Let us denote a 3D line in the world coordinate system in the parametric farm

l: E=l1À+Eo (3.1)

where 11 = (dx , dy, dz)t is the direction of the line and & = (xo, Yo, zo)t is a point on the line.
The image of this 3D line in the image plane coordinate system can be expressed as

L : aXim + bYim + C = 0

where a, b, care known constants.
Substituting (2.1) and (2.2) in (3.2), we have with adapted constant c

M : aXe + bYe + CZe = O.

7
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8 DETERMINATION OF CALIBRATION MATRIX FROM 2D TO 3D LINE CORRESPONDENCES

and restrict constants a, band c to a2 +b2 + c2 = 1.

M is called the projecting plane of line I, this is the plane containing land the origin of the
camera coordinate system. Note that the vector Q = (a, b, c)t is the normal of the projecting
plane. We will use this vector to represent the 2D image of the 3D line. The 3D line is
represented by the two vectors 11 = (dx , dy,dz ) and Eo = (xo, Yo, zo).
In the camera coordinate system the direction of the 3D line I expressed in (3.1) is

1!c = R 11·

Since the projection of the 3D line is perpendicular to Q we have

Q'1!c = o.

Substituting (3.4) in (3.5) we get

With Q. • Q= Q.tQwe can rewrite (3.5)

(3.4)

(3.5)

(3.6)

(3.7)

In practice the vectors Q and 11 are known. The rotation matrix R contains three unknown
angles namely: a, /3 and " called pan, tilt and swing.
To solve equation (3.7) we need three or more 2D to 3D line correspondences. For each line
we write:

(3.8)

or

The left hand side of (3.9) is a non linear function of a,/3", so we can write

f(a,/3,,) = o.

If we consider a, /3 and , as

(3.10)

a = ao +~a

/3 = /30 + ~/3

, ='0 +~,

where ao, /30 and ,0 are initial estimates of a, /3 and , and ~a, !:i./3 and ~, are some small
values, then (3.10) can be linearized in the variables ~a, ~/3 and ~,. From Taylor we know
f(a +~a) = f(a) +~af'(a) +H.O.T.. In our case when the higher order terms are neglected

f(ao +~,/30 +~/3"o +~,) ~ f(ao,/3o"o)

+~a:af'(ao,/3o"o) + ~/3 ~f'(ao,/30"o) +~, :,f'(ao,/3o"o). (3.11)

This linearized equation has to be zero. When we have N (N ~ 3) 2D to 3D line correspon-
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Yc

Figure 3.1: Determination of the translation vector.

dences we can write

(
ft I(ao ,/30 ("10)

)+
.2-ft I .2-ft I taft I( /3 )8"( (ao,/3o,"(o) 8/3 (ao,/3o,"(o) ao, 0,"(0 on12 1(ao ,/30 ,"(0) .2-121 .2-121 .2-121
8"( (ao ,/30 ,"(0) 8/3 (ao,/3o,"(o) 8a (ao ,/30 ,"(0) =.Q.

IN l(ao,/3o,"(o) .2- INI .2-INI taIN \( )8"( (ao ,/30 ,"(0) 8/3 (ao,/3o,"(o) ao,/3o,"(o

or in a shorter notation

(3.12)

Equation (3.12) is solved in least squares sense for .6oao, .60(30 and ~/o. Values al = ao +.6oao,
(31 = (30 + .60(30 and 11 = 10 +~/o are better estimates of a, (3 and I' After computing al, (31
and 11 we can solve
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for ~ab ~(3l and ~/b and compute better estimates a2, (32 and 12. In each iterative step we
solve

L( ak, (3k, Ik; ~ak, ~(3k, ~/k) = 0

for ~ak, ~(3k and ~/k, and compute

aHl ak +~ak

(3Hl (3k + ~(3k

IHI Ik + ~/k.

This procedure is stopped when I~akl + 1~(3kl + I~/kl is less then some present threshold.
Then pan, tilt and swing are

To determine the translation vector of the camera coordinate system, we imagine that there
is an intermediate coordinate system oxyz which is formed by rotating the world coordinate
system by the rotation matrix R (but without translation). It's evident that the relation
between the intermediate coordinate system oxyz and the camera coordinate system 0cxcyczc
is a pure translation (see figure 3.1).

Let us construct a plane M passing through the origin 0 and parallel to the projecting plane
M (3.3) of some line i. Then the projection of the translation vector t in the direction 1!. is
just the distance between the planes Mand M. Since a point lying on the 3D line 1 is always
in it's projecting plane M, the distance from point Eo (Eo lying on the 3D line) to plane Mis
equal to the projection of the translation vector in the direction 1!.. Thus we have

v· t = V· (R p )- - - f:.() (3.13)

where 11!.1 = l.
This equation is solvable if there are three or more 2D to 3D line correspondences and at
least three of the image lines do not intersect in one point. We use a least squares algorithm
to solve equation (3.13).

3.2 Theory of second calibration method: a Bayesian ap
proach

3.2.1 Outline of the technique

The problem is to find unknown parameters which specify the camera position. We will
assume that the vector () = (a, (3, I, tx, ty, tz)t of unknown parameters is a random vector
with an a priori probability density function f(}( ()). This probability density expresses our
knowledge of () before we have processed an image.

Let us denote the vector of data obtained from the image by a line extractor y (observed
data), which is the realisation of a random vector Y. Mostly we can calculate the conditional
probability density function fYl(}(yl()) (probability density of y given ()), called likelihood func
tion. This can be obtained from a statistical model of the line extraction of observed features.
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What we are interested in is the a posteriori probability density fOIY(t/ly), that is probability
density of () after that Y = y has been observed. This can be calculated by Bayes' rule as
follows:

fo y(()ly) = fo,Y((), y) = fylo(yl())fo(())
I fy(y) fn6 fYlo(yl())fo(()) d()

The density fOIY(()ly) function contains all available information about the unknown param
eters. As an estimate of the parameter vector () we will take a value, for which fOIY(()ly)
attains its maximum. Such an estimate is called maximum a posteriori (MAP) estimate and
is denoted by

êMAP = argmax folY(()ly).

The denominator of the right side of (3.14) is constant with respect to (), hence:

Assuming that the densities are always positive, (3.16) is identical to

êMAP = argmax{logfYJo(yJ()) + logfo(())}

(3.15)

(3.16)

(3.17)

From the above it follows that the presence of a stochastic model for the feature observation
and the knowledge of the relating likelihood functions fYlo(yl()) is essential for a correct
parameter estimation.

3.2.2 Parameterization of points and lines

A point in the world (3D) is specified by its coordinates x,y and z. Representation in
homogeneous coordinates is useful, when changing coordinate systems. Homogeneous coor
dinates of the point (x, y, z) are represented in a4-vector (ax, ay, az, a)t, where a is arbitrary
nonzero real number.

A point on the image plane (2D) is specified by its two coordinates u and v.

A line segment in the world (3D) is parameterized by 2 points. A point Pb = (Pxb,Pyb,Pzb)t
in 3D which specifies the begin point of the line and a point Pe = (Pxe,Pye,pze)t which spec
ifies the end point of the line in 3D. Parameterization by less then 6 parameters is possible,
however is less suitable for calculations.

A line on the image plane (2D) is parameterized by an image point t = (tu , tv)t lying on
the line and the orientation angle <iJ measured counter-clockwise with respect to horizontal
lines.

Note: We decided to parameterize infinite supporting lines instead of line segments due to a
fact that the endpoints of line segments are detected with considerable uncertainty and they
do not carry much information.

3.2.3 Model of the feature extraction and its identification

It is obvious, that the process of projection of object features onto the image plane and their
extraction by the feature extractor is corrupted by noise and affected by imperfections of the
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equipment and techniques. This process can be modelled in a number of ways. In an ideal
case all known effects are included in a deterministic part of the model and all unpredictable
effect should be modelled by random variables. From such a model, the likelihood density
function fYlo(yIO) can be computed.

We look at the process of acquisition of line parameters as depicted In figure 3.2. The

Gaussian
noise

SC~ I Image
aquisition

Digital

image .I'---_f_e_a_t_u_re +......1
extractor

Ideal feature
parameters

Observed feature
+ parameters

Figure 3.2: Model of the feature acquisition and extraction.

features are projected and the feature parameters are extracted by a deterministic process.
Then a random disturbance is added to the feature parameter values. We assume Gaussian
distribution of the disturbance vector with mean J.l and covariance P. Such an assumption is
reasonable and leads to simple calculations.

Likelihood function
For the given model the likelihood function of line observation has the form

fYlo(yIO) = const. exp { - ~(y - d(0) - J.l)tp- 1 (y - d(0) - J.l) } (3.18)

where d(0) is deterministic function describing deterministic part of the model before the
disturbance is added.

The likelihood function for N independent observations y = (Yl, ... , YN)t, knowing the corre
sponding di(O), J.li and Pi is

(3.19)

It remains to specify di(O), J.li and Pi for each observation.

Point features
Denote m = (u, v)t the vector specifying the projected point. It is obtained by an transfor
mation

(3.20)
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followed by a projection

(3.21)

Obviously m = m(O) is a function of unknown parameters. By substitution of d(O) = m(O),
IL = ILpoint and P = Ppoint into (3.18) we obtain the likelihood function for the point
extraction.

Line feat ures
Denote 1 = (tu , tv, 4»t the vector specifying the projected line. t = (tu , tv) is obtained from
(Pxm, Pym, Pzm), which is the middle point of the line in 3D, in the same way as (u, v) from
(x,y,z) in (3.20) and (3.21). Denote mb = (Ub,Vb) the vector specifying the projection of
point Pb = (Pxb,Pyb,Pzb) and me = (ue,ve) the projection of point Pe = (Pxe,Pye,pze). In this
case the orientation angle of the line is

(
V - Vb)4> = arctan --,,-e_...:....
Ue - Ub

(3.22)

Again 1= l(0) is a function of unknown parameters. By substitution of d(0) = l(0), IL = ILIine
and P = Pline into (3.18) we obtain the likelihood function for the line extraction.

3.2.4 Estimation of the disturbance distribution

Generated trail features

actual parameters

Estimation of IL and P

Figure 3.3: Estimation of the statistical properties of a feature extractor using synthetic image
of generated features.

To estimate ILIine and Pline synthetical images can be generated [9] and [10], therefore the

actual (true) feature (line) parameters are known. Denote yi~ue and y~~s. the generated and
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observed values of feature parameters in i-th trial. The estimates of mean and covariance of
perturbation are

N
_ 1 (i) (i)

J-L - N 2::(Yobs. - Ytrue)
i=l

N
P _ 1 '" [( (i) (i) )( (i) (i) )t]

- N L.J Yobs. - Ytrue - J-L Yobs. - Ytrue - J-L
i=l

(3.23)

(3.24)

N is the number of trials. Ideally, the feature extractors should be unbiased, i.e. J-L = O. The
'smaller' the covariance matrix Pis, the more accurate the feature extractor is.

3.2.5 Computation of the unknown parameters

Assume that the distribution of the a priori probability is Gaussian with a known mean 00

and covariance Po. Further, assume that we have acquired observations Y = (Yl, ... , YN)t and
we know the corresponding di(0), J-Li and Pi, i = 1, ... , N.

To obtain the MAP estimate we will use (3.17). For densities fYlo(yIO) and fo(O) with
Gaussian distributions, (3.17) leads to the nonlinear least squares problem

(3.25)

A detailed solution of this least squares problem is stated in appendix E.

3.2.6 Accuracy analysis

The estimate of covariance of the result can be obtained as weIl. We have to approximate
functions di(O) around the point 0 = OMA? by linear functions

(3.26)

This is equivalent to the linearization of the model in figure 3.2 around the 'working point'.

Using this approximation, the a posteriori probability has also Gaussian distribution with the
mean OMA? and the covariance

(3.27)

This result can be derived by a direct computation from (3.14) and its evaluation is straight
forward.

3.2.7 Covariance matrices of lines

Likelihood function (3.19) uses a 3 x 3 covariance matrix for each line. This covariance matrix
is not directly available. We have to estimate this matrix for each line. It is shown in sec
tion 3.2.2 that a line on the image plane is parameterized by three parameters, l = (tu , tv, <IJ)t.
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We assume that the angle <p is independent of the middle point Pm. So the covariance matrix
of a line has the following form

(

(T~ (Tuv 0)
p = (T~u ~; :J

During calibration we use the correspondence between the middle point of a line in 3D and the
middle point of a line in 2D. In 3D the coordinates are known exactly. In 2D the coordinates
of the middle point are not exact. The variance of the point in the direction of the line can
be huge, but the variance of the point in the direction perpendicular to the line is small (see
figure 3.4). Furthermore we assume that the covariance of <p for long lines is less then the

y

_l/J _
x

Figure 3.4: Ellipse representing the covariance of the middle point of line in 2D.

covariance of <p for short lines.

Denote Pm = (u, v) is the ideal projection of the middle point in 3D. The formula for a non
rotated (<p = 0) oval with middle point Pm is the fol1owing

u 2 v2

a2 + b2 = C

Now we can use the following matrix to rotate the oval

Ra = ( co~ <p sin <p )
- sm <p cos <p

We used

(u v)(c~s,p
sm ,p

to model the fact
probability.

- sin,p ) (~ 0) (~ 0) ( cos,p csoins~) ( Uv ) = threshold (3.28)
cos ,p 0 tot - sin ,p 'f'

that the point Pm can be found m some oval area with some certain

In figure 3.4 the oval represents all points with equal probability. We assumed that the noise
is Gaussian so our probability density function for the point Pm has the fol1owing form

P(Pm) = C exp { - ~(y - J.L)tp-1 (y - J.L)}
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with y = (U, V)t and C some constant. We assumed J.L = O. To express that Pm can be found
in some area around a point with coordinates (u, v) with probability t the following expression
can be used.

This is equal with

or

(u v) p-l ( ~ ) ::; threshold

When this equation is compared with (3.2.7) it follows that

(3.29)

p-l =
P'Tn (

(7~ (7uv) (cos <IJ - sin <IJ ) (~ 0) ( ~
(7vu (7~ sin <IJ cos <IJ 0 t 0

o ) ( cos <IJ sin <IJ )t - sin <IJ cos <IJ

To represent the fact that the angle of a short line is less accurate then the angle of a long
line we used the following formula

1 + C 1011"
(7ri> =--

l 180

with c is some small constant and l the length of the line.

3.3 Implementation

(3.30)

The first method described in section 3.1 is implemented in the program language C. The
program is called "cep.exe" (Calibrate Extrinsic Parameters). This program can calibrate a
camera's pose and orientation parameters with respect to a known object. See appendix B.1
for a description of the usage of this program.

The second method is implemented in MATLAB 4.0. The MATLAB function to calibrate
the camera's position with respect to some predefined coordinate system is called "c....stol.m".
A overview of all functions used by "c....stol.m" can be found in appendix B.2.



Chapter 4

Comparison of the two calibration
methods

4.1 Simulation results

In order to compare the two calibration methods some simulations were done. This simula
tions were done in MATLAB 4.0. To gain data we made a model of the cube. An edge of the
cube is described by the 3D coordinates of its begin point and the 3D coordinates of its end
point (these coordinates are stated in the file "cube.dat"). Given a transformation matrix a
MATLAB function calculates the image coordinates ofthe begin and end points in pixels, this
function is called "stodat.m". It 's possible to add some Gaussian noise to the image points.
Now we have the 3D information and the corresponding 2D (noisy) information of the cube.
With this information we can calibrate the pose parameters of the camera.
Let us investigate the situation stated in figure 4.1, when the camera optical axis Ze is aligned
with the cube main diagonal. The image of the cube (with measurements 500 X 500 X 500

Zw Ze

Yw

Figure 4.1: Diagonal view of cube.

mm3 ) from this viewpoint is showed in figure 4.2. In this figure, the left image is an line

17
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3.0mm

COMPARISON OF THE TWO CALIBRATION METHODS

.,

f------ 2.7 mm --------i
·1.~1 .Q.s -0.6 -0.4 -0.2 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8

Figure 4.2: Line image of a real grey level image and a simulation of a line imagel .

image of the grey level image taken with a CCD camera and the right image is a simuiation
of an randomly distorted line image. Note that there is some distortion on the vertices. The
variance of the Gaussian noise in the right image in x-direction (varx) is 1 pixel, the variance
in y-direction (vary) is also 1 pixel. In the MATLAB function "stodat.m" the parameters of
the camera position and the noise parameters (varx and vary) are set. The function "run.m"
computes twenty images of the cube with the same parameters. Every image is used to
calibrate the camera's extrinsic parameters with the two methods. The true values of the
extrinsic parameters are known (stated in "stodat.m"). After each calibration the absolute
error of the calibrated parameters are calculated. After twenty calibrations we calculate the
mean of the absolute errors.

For example the camera parameters to generate the right image in figure 4.2 are swing =
-(90° - arctan(J3)) = -60°, tilt = -(90° - arctan(J2)) ;:::: -35.26°, pan = -45°, tx = 0,
ty = 0 and tz = 3000mm. The noise parameters varx = 1 pixel and vary = 1 pixel. The
twenty absolute errors of the extrinsic parameters and the mean of these errors are plotted
in figure 4.3. The MATLAB function "result.m" generates these plots. The little circles are
the absolute errors when the camera is calibrated with the method that uses the projection
planes, the crosses are the absolute errors of the method which uses the Bayesian approach.
The dashed line is the mean of the absolute errors when the first method is used, the solid
line is the mean of the absolute errors when the second method is used. We can conclude that
our method (Bayesian) is more accurate for every parameter. The parameter tz is calibrated
almost exact. During each trial we also computed the estimate of the covariance of the result
equation (3.27). This is a 6 x 6 matrix. The square root of elements on the diagonal of
this matrix are a measure for the absolute error of the parameters. The square root of the
elements are related to respectively swing, tilt, pan ,tx, t y and tz . In table 4.1 we plotted the
mean of the absolute errors and the values of the square root of the elements on the diagonal
of the estimated covariance matrix.

1 The units on the axes of the right image are in mmo The total image plane of a CCD camera is 6 x 7 mm2
•

The size of a pixel in x-direction is 0.01125 mm, the size of a pixel in y-direction is 0.0078 mmo We used the
focal distance f = 6 mm (see figure 2.1).
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swing tilt pan t x t y t z
[0] [0] [0] [mm] [mm] [mm]

mean of absolute error 0.3 0.2 0.4 3.0 1.8 0.0
estimated covariance 0.4 0.4 0.5 4.5 4.6 0.0

Table 4.1: Estimate of covariance and mean of absolute errors.

Remark: The estimate of the covariance of the result can only be computed when the second
method (Bayesian) is used.

We did the same simulations with different viewpoints. In figure 4.4 the images from different
view points are plotted. These images are generated under the same conditions as mentioned
in the footnote on page 18. In every case the left image has noise parameters with covariance
varx = vary = 1 pixel and the right image varx = vary = 2 pixels. The true parameters of
each camera position can be found in appendix D in table D.l. The image of the diagonal
view of the cube are plotted in the first two pictures of figure 4.4. The results of the calibra
tions can be found in appendix D in figure D.1 respectively figure D.2. The next two images
in figure 4.4 are taken from the front side of the cube. The results are plotted in figure D.3
and D.4. The last view point of the camera is above the cube. The results of the calibration
with these top view images can be found in figure D.5 and D.6.
When no noise is added both calibration methods calibrate the parameters exactly in all
discussed cases.

4.2 Conclusions

We can conclude that the Bayesian approach is more accurate in all cases. Another advantage
of this method is that this method computes an estimate of the covariance of the result. In
practice we do not know the absolute errors, yet with the estimation of the covariance we can
always say something about the accuracy of the calibration result.

Let us take a look at the mean of the absolute errors in the diagonal view and the front view
(appendix D figures D.1 - D.4). We can see that the calibration done with the images taken
from the front of the cube is more accurate then the calibration with images taken from the
diagonal view point when the noise parameters are the same. This may seem to be a rather
strange result because the image taken from the diagonal view point has more (9 instead of
7) cube edges then the image taken from the front view point. It would be expected that the
more edge correspondences we have the more accurate the result is. This strange result can
be explained be taking a look at figure 4.4. It can be seen that the edges from the diagonal
view point are shorter then the edges from the front view point. Noise has a greater influence
on short image lines then on longer image lines, so the lines taken from the front which are
longer are more accurate. That is why the calibration done with the image from the front
view point is more accurate.
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Figure 4.4: Line images from different view points with distorted vertices, resp: diagonal
view, front view and top view. The units on the axis are in [mm] on the image plane. Left:
varx = 1 pixel, vary = 1 pixel; Right: varx = 2 pixel, vary = 2 pixel.



Chapter 5

Calibration of 4 cameras setup

camera 3 camera 4

camera 1 camera 2 robot

---j a = 1.9m I-
origin of camera system

/-------- T

Side view

origin of robot system ----

Top view

b = 3.3m

1

Figure 5.1: Cameras mounted on robot.

5.1 Introduction

In practice the cameras are connected on a fixed frame which is attached to the robot! (see
figure 5.1). The arrows in the side view show in which directions the robot can move. To
calibrate the extrinsic parameters of the cameras mounted on the robot a calibration cube is
placed within the view of camera i, with i = 1 .. .4. We choose one vertex of the cube to be
the origin of the cubes coordinate system. Now we have seven different coordinate systems
(4 camera coordinate systems). The systems are shown in figure 5.2.

Definition 5.1 Transformation matrix H~ is a square 4 X 4 matrix which transforms ho
mogeneous coordinates of points in 3D space from the coordinate system a to the coordinate
system b. This actually specifies the relation between those two coordinate systems.

1 In fact this 'robot' is only a three axis gantry. This gantry supports the actual robot in an upside-down
way. The gantry extends the workarea (a.t. the ground f1oor) of the actual robot by offering three external
axes.
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CALIBRATION OF 4 CAMERAS SETUP

Cu

A

A = Absolute coordinate system
Cu = Cube coordinate system
Cai = Coordinate system of camera i
R = Robot coordinate system

Figure 5.2: Coordinate systems used for calibration.

We want to know the relation between the absolute coordinate system and the camera coor
dinate system H~ai. With respect to the absolute coordinate system the robot can move in
x-direction, y-direction and in z-direction. We know that the relation between a camera and
the robot, H~ai is fixed. With the program "cep.exe" (see appendix B.1) we can calibrate the

relation between the cube and the camera, Hg~i. We can measure the relation between the
absolute system and the cube's system, HCJ.u, using the robot. From the robot controller we
also have the relation between the absolute system and the robot system, H!{. This relation
has to be updated every time the robot moves. So we have all data to be able to calculate
the relation between the absolute system and the camera systems, H~ai.

5.2 Calibration of camera position with respect to absolute
coordinate system

What we want to know is the relation between the camera system and the absolute system
H~ai. We know the relations HCJ.u, H!{ and Hg~i. It can be seen from figure 5.2 that:

(5.1)

From which it fol1ows that:
(5.2)

(5.3)
So:

HCai _ HCaiHR
A - R A

In this last equation H~ai is fixed. When the robot is moved H!{ changes. So every time the

robot moves we can use equation (5.3) to compute the new H~ai. A program "perform.exe"
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is written to perform the different matrix operations in equation (5.2) and (5.3). For details
of this program see appendix B.3.

5.3 Errors due to thermal expansion of robot

The thermal expansion of asolid can be described by

~L = aL~T.

In this formula L is the length in meters, T is the temperature in degrees and a is the coefficient
of linear expansion in oe-I. The linear expansion of steel al = 12 X10-6oe-I. In figure 5.1 a
top view ofthe robot is shown. The errors due to temperature changes result in an error in the
translation vector of H~ai. When we assume a 20 oe temperature change then a = a+~a and
b = b+ ~b. From figure 5.1 we know that a = 1.9m so ~a = 12 X 10-6 X 1.9 X 20 ~ 0.5mm.
With b = 3.3m it follows that ~b = 12 X 10-6 X 3.3 X 20 ~ O.Smm. So norm(~a, ~b)

~ 0.9mm. So the maximum error in the translation due to thermal expansion is 0.9mm when
the temperature increases 20 oe.

5.4 Software to coordinate the calibration of the entire setup
of the cameras

Until recently the calibration of the pose parameters was a cumbersome operation. This
method used 2D to 3D point correspondences. The method which uses 2D to 3D line cor
respondences to calibrate the pose parameters of a camera is a bit easier. At this moment
still a lot of actions are needed to calibrate a camera's parameters. To coordinate all these
actions we have made a so called "makefile" . In a makefile it is possible to create a time
dependency between files. This is done by checking the time stamps of the files. For example
the command:

file1: file2 file3 file4 file5 \\
command to create file1

means that file1 has to be fresher then the most freshest of file2, file3, file4 and file5. If
one of the files file2 up to and inc1uding file5 is more recent then file1 the commando to
create file1 is executed. In the Vision Survey System three stages are denoted. Stagel is
used to calibrate the intrinsic parameters of a camera. Stage2 calibrates the pose parameters
of a camera with respect to the robot, using equation (5.2).This relation is fixed. Finely
stage3 calibrates the pose parameters of a camera with respect to the absolute coordinate
system, using equation (5.3). In appendix C a more detailed explanation of the makefile
"calibrat.mak" is available.



Chapter 6

Conclusions and recommendations

6.1 Conclusions

Research has been done into two methods to calibrate the pose parameters of cameras mounted
on a gantry robot. The first method uses the projecting planes of lines, the second method
uses a Bayesian approach. We simulated line images to compare the two methods. Because
of simplicity we assumed that the intrinsic camera parameters were already calibrated in all
cases. After simulations with both methods, it turned out that the second method has some
important advantages over the first method, namely:

1. The estimate of the pose parameters is more accurate.

2. An estimate of the covariance of the result can be obtained.

The second item is very important, as it is possible to assess the accuracy of the result. If
the covariance is larger then some predefined value, it can be assumed that something went
wrong during the calibration.

At first it was our goal to calibrate the cameras using fixed features (robot rails, window-sills,
etc.) in the environment of the cameras. Since we knew nothing about that environment
we had to make some fixed feature ourselves. We choose a cube to calibrate the cameras.
Both calibration methods are flexible in the sense that they can use any set of 4 or more line
correspondences to calibrate the cameras.

The software described in section 5.4 and appendix C is recently changed. This software is
now implemented in C.

6.2 Recommendations

At this moment the line correspondences are made by hand. Research has to be done into
a method which automatically extracts these correspondences without using data about the
camera position.

We assumed that the intrinsic parameters are fixed after they are calibrated. It may be useful
to know what effect changing the aperture or focus has on the intrinsic parameters. Suppose
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that when focus and aperture change the intrinsic parameters change. In that case what is
the effect of changing focus and aperture on the calihration of the extrinsic parameters?

The Bayesian method has to he implemented in C. When this is done the properties of JLline
and lline which determine the distrihution of the perturhation of the line extraction, have to
he estimated. In section 3.2.4 is explained how this can he done.
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Appendix A

Derivation of calibration matrix

A.I Derivation of matrix Rp

The translation vector is assumed to be zero so the world origin and the camera origin coincide
at point o. We want to know arelation between the camera and the world coordinates after
a rotation a around the Yc-axis is preformed. So pan = a. The rotation is observed in
figure A.I. We view the X Z plane only.
A point l!.. is related to the world coordinate system, the same point related to the camera
coordinate system is noted as p'. We want to know how a point p' is related to a point p.

So l!..' = f( x, y, z), where x, y ;;:-nd z are the world coordinates of point l!..' The point l!.. (s~e

Z'c

X'c

Figure A.I: pan.

figure A.I) has camera coordinates (x',y',z'). From figure A.I we know:

x' = loci z' = lofl x = lodl z = logl

32
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Also it can he seen that:
lobl = lodl cos a = xcos a

Ibcl = lapl = Ipdl sin a = z sin a

x' = Joel = lobl + Ibcl
So:

x' = x cos a + z sin a

For z' we derived:
10eJ = 10dJ sina = xsina

ladl = log\ cosa = z cos a

z' = Joel - ladl
So: , .

z = x sm a - z cos a

To get smaller angles we denote:

33

y' = -y

After a rotation pan = a we can express the camera coordinates of point 'f!.' in the world
coordinates of'f!. hy a relation Hp.

p'=Hpp
- -

(

cosa
with Hp = .0

sma

A.2 Derivation of matrix Rt

o sin a )

~ - c~sa

After a rotation of a radial around de Yc-axis (pan) a rotation of f3 radial around the X~-axis

(tilt) follows. This is illustrated in figure A.2.
It can he seen that:

y" = Jofl z" = loci y' = logl z' = lodl
It follows that:

x" = x'

y" = -y' cos f3 +z' sin f3

z" = y' sin f3 + z' cos f3

So it follows that the matrix H t for tilt can he written as:

o
- cosf3
sin f3

si~ f3 )
cosf3
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------...:::::::..k--,.....-~:::::..;;:.....--Z~

Z"c

Figure A.2: tilt.

A.3 Derivation of matrix Rs

Figure A.3: swing.

Finally a rotation of 'Y radial around the Z" (swing) is prefarmed. This rotation is illustrated
in figure A.3.
Note that:

XIII = Jobl ylll = loal x" = loci y" = lodl
After same derivations it follows that:

(

COS 'Y

R s = si~ 'Y
- sin 'Y O~)
cos 'Y

o
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A.4 Derivation of the calibration matrix H

The calibration matrix H exists of a 3 X 3 rotation matrix Rand a 3 X 1 translation vector
1:.. The translation vector:

denotes the distance in world coordinates between the origin of the world system and the
origin of the camera system.
The rotation part of H exists of a rotation pan followed by a rotation tilt followed by a
rotation swing. So:

R
(

COS,

si~ ,

- sin,
cos,

o

o
- cosf3
sin f3

si~ f3 ) ( co~ a ~
cos f3 sin a 0

si~ a )

- cos a

R (A.1)

where

The calibration matrix

Sp = sin a St = sin f3 Ss = sin,
cp = cos a Ct = cos f3 Cs = cos,

H=(+H-)
is a combination of Rand 1:. and is used to transform a point with homogeneous world coor
dinates Pw = (x w, Yw, Zw, 1) to a point Pe = (xe, Ye, Ze, 1) in the camera system. So



Appendix B

Description of the usage of
implemented programs

B.l Usage of "cep.exe"

The program to calibrate the extrinsic parameters (with respect to the some predefined co
ordinate system) "cep.exe" uses 3 input files namely:

1. fname1.wwf: description of calibration model in 3D

2. fname2.ldr : description of calibration model in 2D

3. fname3.cdf: contains intrinsic parameters of the camera calibrated with "cip.exe"

and creates one output file:

1. fname4.cdf: contains intrinsic and extrinsic parameters of the camera with respect to
some predefined coordinate system.

To run "cep.exe" the fol1owing syntax is used:

cep ( fname1.wwf) ( fname2.ldr ) ( fname3.cdf) ( fname4.cdf )

The file "fname.wwf" contains a representation of the edges of the calibration model. This is
a new file format in the Vision Survey Systems software. The first value in this file denotes
the number of 3D lines described in the file. After this number the coordinates of the begin
points and end points of the lines are stored. So a listing of such file has the fol1owing form:

coordinates of begin point edge 1 [mmJ
coordinates of end point edge 1 [mmJ
coordinates of begin point edge 2 [mmJ
coordinates of end point edge 2 [mmJ

coordinates of begin point edge 12 [mmJ
coordinates of end point edge 12 [mmJ

36

500 500 500
500 500 0

12
000
o 500 0
000
o 0 500
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The second argument "fname.ldr" is aso called "Line Drawing File". In this file the represen
tations of projected calibration model edges (2D) are stored. This is an existing file format
of the Vision Survey System. The format of a ".ldr" file is as follows.

1 51.00 327.00 coordinates of begin point edge 1 [pixels]
2 134.80 441. 00 coordinates of end point edge 1 [pixels]
3 0.00 0.00 coordinates of begin point edge 2 [pixels]
4 0.00 0.00 coordinates of end point edge 2 [pixels]

23 0.00 0.00 coordinates of begin point edge 12 [pixels]
24 0.00 0.00 coordinates of end point edge 12 [pixels]
Faces:
1 2.
3 4.

23 24.

After the word "Faces:" the numbers of two points which represent a line are plotted. So in
the example above point 1 and 2 denote a line, point 3 and 4 denote a line et cetera. When a
projection of a line of the calibration object can not be found, the line is represented by two
points with coordinates zero. A low level vision program is used to extract the 2D lines from
the image. The 2D lines which are edges of the calibration model are selected by hand. In
future this has to be done automatically. The 2D coordinates of the selected lines are stored
in fname2 .ldr.
After selection of all edges that are visible in the line drawing of the calibration model two
files are available.

1. fname1.wwf: containing coordinates of the edges in 3D [mm].

2. fname2.ldr: containing coordinates of the visible edges in 2D [pixels].

The extension ".cdf" stands for camera description file. This is an already existing file format
used in the Vision Survey System. The format of a ".cdf" file is shown below.

S=<state>
Sx
Sy
C=<state>
Cx
Cy
f=<state>
f

D=<state>
dl
d2
d3

d4

pixel size [mm]

pixel size [mm]

coordinates in pixels where z-axis of the camera
system coincides with the image plane

focal distance [mm]

distortion parameters
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d5
T=<state>
t11 t12 t13 t14
t21 t22 t23 t24
t31 t32 t33 t34

"state" ean have four values:

1. N = Not available.

2. A = Available.

3. E = Estimated.

4. C = Calibrated.

DESCRIPTION OF THE USAGE OF IMPLEMENTED PROGRAMS

transformation matrix

After running "eep.exe" fname4.edf eontains the intrinsie parameters stated in file fname3.edf
and the ealibrated transformation matrix T.

B.2 Listing of MATLAB functions used by "c-stol.m"

Listing of matlab files:

cal_demo.m run this file to see demo
cal.m
stodat.m
c_stol.m
Ldf.m
covap.m
coval.m
linecov.m
cl_simcl.m
tran.m

cube.dat calibration models
plate .dat
prisma. dat

B.3 Usage of "perform.exe."

To perform the matrix operations in equation (5.2) and (5.3) in section 5.2 a program is
written. The program is ealled "perform.exe". This program uses two input files and ereates
one output file. To run the program the following syntax is used:

perform ( action ) ( Hl ) ( H2 ) ( H3 )

The argument ( aetion ) ean have three different values, namely:

1. ,*, whieh performs H3 = Hl * H2
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2. 'i*' which performs H3 = (Hl)-l * H2

3. '*i' which performs H3 = Hl * (H2)-1

39

The files Hl, H2 and H3 can have extension ".cdf" or ".tm". A file with extension ".tm"
contains a 3 X 4 transformation matrix (the fourth row is always 0 0 0 1). The extension of
file H3 can only he ".cdf" if Hl or H2 has extension ".cdf".



Appendix C

Makefile to organize the
calibration of the cameras

C.l List of files which are used/made during calibration

List of files needed before performing the calibration:

Directory \ VSS\CAL

calini1.cdf
calini2.cdf
calini3.cdf
calini4.cdf

cpattern.wc

cube.wwf

cube.tm

lastchg1.tst
lastchg2.tst
lastchg3.tst
lastchg4.tst

calibrat.doc

Camera and lens specification. Parameters Sx, Sy, Cx, Cy and an estimate of
f are specified. *.cdf file format is used.

Specification of the calibration pattern with crosses in *.wc format.

Specification of the calibration cube in *.wwf format. The first number in the
.wwf file specifies the number of 3-D lines.

Specification ofthe cube absolute position and orientation in *.tm format (3x4)
coordinate transformation matrix.

These files have to be touched (time stamp is updated) when cameras on the
robot are moved.

This file.
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Directory \ VSS
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cip.exe This program performs the calibration of intrinsic camera parameters using
pattern of calibration crosses. The pattern is defined by cal\cpattern.wc.

cep.exe This program performs the calibration of extrinsic camera parameters with
respect to the cube's origin, using calibration cube. The cube is defined by
cal\cube.wwf.

perform.exe This program performs matrix operations of two transformation matrices to
compute concatenated coordinate transforms.

calibrat.mak Make file, NMAKE utility uses this file to perform entire calibration of the
setup. NMAKE utility is invoked by batch files stagelobat, stage2.bat, and
stage3.bat, depending on the required goal.

stagel.bat

stage2.bat

stage3.bat

Batch file invoking NMAKE utility with the goal to perform calibration of
intrinsic camera parameters of all cameras.
Stage2.bat has 1 argument, namely: camera ID.

Batch file invoking NMAKE utility with the goal to perform calibration of
intrinsic camera parameters and extrinsic camera parameters with respect to
robot coordinate frame (complete calibration ofrobot/cameras setup).
Stage2.bat has 1 argument, namely: number of cameras used.

Batch file invoking NMAKE utility with the goal to perform calibration of
intrinsic camera parameters and extrinsic camera parameters with respect to
the absolute system. This stage has to be called every time an image is taken.
This stage creates a (filename).cdf which contains the calibration parameters
which belong to (filename).img.
Stage3.bat has four arguments, respectively: number of cameras used, camera
ID, filename (same as image filename) and filename of file which contains the
current robot position.

List of files created during the calibration:

Directory \ VSS\CAL

calintl.cdf
calint2.cdf
calint3.cdf
calint4.cdf

Intrinsic parameters of cameras in *.cdf format. Created during stage1
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call.ldr
cal2.ldr
cal3.ldr
cal4.ldr

robot.tm

calrob1.tm
calrob2.tm
calrob3.tm
calrob4.tm

H_ab-ro1.tm
H_ab-ro2.tm
H_ab-ro3.tm
H_ab-ro4.tm

H_cu-ca1.cdf
H_cu-ca2.cdf
H_cu-ca3.cdf
H_cu-ca4.cdf

HJo1-cu.tm
HJ02-cu.tm
HJ03-cu.tm
HJ04-cu.tm

HJo-ca1.cdf
HJo-ca2.cdf
HJo-ca3.cdf
H_ro-ca4.cdf

stage1

stage2

stage3

MAKEFILE TO ORGANIZE THE CALIBRATION OF THE CAMERAS

Line drawings of calibration cube made by LLV functions. Created during
stage2

Specification of the last position of robot coordinate frame with respect to
absolute coordinate frame in *. tm format.

Respective robot positions during the calibration cube image acquisition In

*.cdf format.

Different coordinates transformation matrices. When filename extension IS.

When *.cdf format is used and camera intrinsic parameters are included.

File with the time stamp of the completion of the first stage of calibration, the
calibration of intrinsic parameters of all cameras.

File with the time stamp of the completion of the second stage of calibration,
the calibration of position and orientation of all cameras with respect to the
robot (mounting setup).

File with the time stamp of the completion of the third stage of calibration,
the calibration of position and orientation of all cameras with respect to the
absolute system.
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Directory \ VSS\DATAEXHC
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(fname).cdf File containing intrinsic and extrinsic parameters of the camera with respect
to the absolute coordinate system. (fname) is the same name which is used for
the saved image.

C.2 Dependencies between the files when two cameras are
used

The makefile "calibrat .mak" (see for listing next section) creates dependencies between several
files which are used for calibration. To get more insight in this dependencies we have placed
the files in a so called dependency tree. A file in a dependency tree is dependent of all the
files below it. The file in the top of the dependency tree has to have the most recent time
stamp. Figure C.l up to figure C.3 show the dependencies which are created in the makefile
"calibrat.mak" when two cameras are used.

Note:
A dependency tree shows the dependencies between the data files (ovals). When a data file
is not up-to-date the file in the processing box (rectangle) is used to create an up-to-date
version of the data file above the processing box. The data files pointing to a processing box
are not necessary the input files for the program stated in the processing box.
A framebox with the text 'VSS' in it means that the file already exists or that the file is
created by using the VSS interface software.

o
o

proeegging (action )

data. fileg

Figure C.l: Dependency tree of the file stagel
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see lig C.l

see lig C.l

o
o

proce313îng (a.ction)

da.ta. files

Figure C.2: Dependency tree of the file stage2
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see fig C.2

$ee tig al

o
o

procesûng (action )

data files

Figure C.3: Dependency tree of the file stage3



Appendix D

Simulation results

In the following figures the absolute values of the errors of the parameters are plotted. The
name of the parameter is printed above each figure. The true values of the parameters and
the noise parameters are plotted at the bottom of each page.
When no additional Gaussian noise is added both methods calibrate the pose parameters
exactly.

The figures show the absolute error for each parameter in different situations1 :

VIew swing tilt pan tx ty tz varx vary FigUJ
point [0 ] [0] [0] [mm] [mm] [mm] [pixel] [pixel]

diagonal I f3 -45 0 0 3000 1 1 D.1
diagonal I f3 -45 0 0 3000 2 2 D.2

front 0 0 -45 0 250 V2 X 1500 1 1 D.3
front 0 0 -45 0 250 V2 X 1500 2 2 D.4
top 0 0 0 -250 250 3000 1 1 D.5
top 0 0 0 -250 250 3000 2 2 D.6

Table D.1: True parameters, f3 = -(90° - arctan )2) ~ -35.26°, I = -60°

lThe noise parameters varx and vary are stated in pixels. The length of a pixel in x-direction = 0.01125
mm, the length of a pixel in y-direction is 0.0078 mmo The focallength f = 6 mmo
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Appendix E

Computation of MAP estimate

To obtain the MAP estimate we have shown in subsection 3.2.5 that the following equation
can be used.

With (J = Crs,'t"p,tx,ty,tz)t, (Ja is a priory information of (J and Po is 6 X 6 diagonal
covariance matrix of the a priory information. Furthermore Yi is the ith feature of the vector
Y and di ( (J) the ith element of the vector d. Vector Y contains the observations of the line
parameters. Vector d contains these parameters as a function of (J. Denote N = the number
of 3D to 2D line correspondences. In this case

Y (tuobI ,tVobI' <PobI' tUob2 , tVob2 , <Pob2 , • •• , tUobN , tVobN , <PobN)t
" " "" J'V v 'V

linel line2 lineN

d((J) (tUOl' tVOI ,<POl' tu02, tv02, <P02 , ••• , tuoN, tVON, <pON)t
~~

,
'V

,

linel line2 lineN

and
2

(1UI VI 0 0 0 0 0 0 0(1UI

(1vI UI
(12 0 0 0 0 0 0 0VI

0 0 (12 0 0 0 0 0 0
cPI

0 0 0 2
(1u2 v2 0 0 0 0(1U2

0 0 0 (1v2 u 2
2 0 0 0 0

P=
(1V2

0 0 0 0 0 (12 0 0 0cP2

0 0 0 0 0 0 2
(1uNvN 0(1UN

0 0 0 0 0 0 (1vNuN
2 0(1VN

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 (12
cPN

We assume J.li = 0 for al i. To solve the problem in (E.1) we rewrite the equation into vector
representation.

(E.2)
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and

COMPUTATION OF MAP ESTIMATE

In this equation

( ()y )Ytot

(
d()(o()) )dtot (()) =

Ptot = (~ Jo)
So we have to solve the following problem.
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(E.3)

Denote () = ()o +/).(), with /).() a small value. We can use Taylor's law to linearize d(()). If we
do so we get

d(()) = d(()o + Il()) = d(()o) + Il() V d(Oo) +R.G.T.

If we neglect the higher order terms equation (E.3) changes into

If we solve this equation in a least squares sense it follows that

So

/).() = { JPt~i (y - d(()o))} \ {JPt~iVd(Oo)}

The huge \ in this equation means that this division is done in a least squares sense.

(EA)
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